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Abstract— Professionals consider that language is not a 

barrier in communication. If one person can communicate 

with other person by using pictures, body language or 

translating it into language that is understandable by other 

person. Some time person cannot understand other person 

language that time they can used machine translation 

system. Present machine translation system are translate the 

sentence is based on its knowledge. Sometimes translated 

sentence is in present system does not make sense 

completely or cannot be understood by other. We show that 

use of Quantum Neural Network numerical code to improve 

the performance of Machine Translation System for 

translating English to Hindi sentence. Also we translate 

English sentence to Hindi sentence by using part of speech 

tagger can translate many English sentence using small 

database. Proposed system is based on the concept of 

Machine translation and self learning using pattern 

recognition. This process is based on the Quantum Neural 

Network (QNN). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India is Multilanguage country but its main language spoken 

in Hindi language .So English and Hindi language is official 

communication in union government. So that purpose 

English to Hindi translation is most important [3]. 

Machine translation system is automated 

translation. This process translates one natural language to 

other natural. There are following different approaches are 

used in English to Hindi translation. 

A. Rule-Based Approach 

Rule based approach for machine translation is first strategy 

that was developed. In this approach multiple rules are used 

to translate sentence. That collection of rules is grammar 

rules, multilingual lexicon and software programs to process 

that rules [5].   

B. Direct Translation 

Direct translations are design for specific one source 

language to another target language. In this approach word 

to word translation are used. In this approach performance 

depend on dictionary to translate word, morphological 

analysis and minor grammatical adjustment of word. 

C. Statistical-Based Approach 

Statistical based approach are use statistical table for 

translating on language to another. In statistical table consist 

of correlation between different languages and well formed 

word structure [4]. 

Above show some approaches for translating 

English to Hindi sentence. That translation system will 

improve the performance for using QNN numerical code 

and part of speech tagger as shown in next section proposed 

work. 

II. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Objective: 

Proposed system should work on English sentence using 

QNN and part of speech. In this proposed system input is 

English sentence and output is Hindi sentence. In this 

system input English sentence are divided into number of 

tokens and this tokens separated by parts of speech tagger. 

These tokens are translated into Hindi words and also assign 

English QNN numeric code for each token then this 

translated tokens rearrange in Hindi QNN numeric code. 

Noun, Helping Verb, Negation, Verb, Preposition, 

Adjective and Pronoun are parts of speech are mostly used 

in English sentence [6]. This 7 part of speech are used in this 

proposed system to translate sentence. Also this seven part 

of speech assign QNN English grammar numeric code as 

{100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106} and QNN for Hindi 

grammar code as {101, 106, 102, 103, 101, 000, 000} [1]. 

Last two in Hindi grammar code is dummy argument 

because some articles and preposition is not meaning in 

Hindi like as The, a, an, etc. 

 
Fig. 1: Layered Diagram of QNN Numeric Codes 

Above figure1 shows layered diagram of QNN 

numeric code system for English and Hindi grammar 

sequence numeric code. Also show in that figure1 hide layer 

that layer articles or preposition can make NULL argument 

shown in Hindi part of speech section last two tokens [5]. 

B. Workflow: 

In this proposed system translate English to Hindi sentence 

are following figure2 show two differ parts. First Syntactic 

translation and second is semantic translation. In syntactic 

translation the English sentence divided in tokens each 

token assign part of speech by using part of speech tagger 

also assign QNN English grammar numeric code to that 

English words or tokens. Also English grammar tense rules 

can check in that section. Second is semantic translation are 

find out meaning of each tokens and it translate English 

word to Hindi word by using available dictionary. Also in 
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that translation can translated tokens are rearranging by 

Hindi grammar QNN numeric code [2]. 

 
Fig. 2: Architecture Dig. of Machine Translation System 

Above figure2 show Architecture of machine 

translation system for English to Hindi sentence. In this 

system translation purpose required dictionary .In that 

dictionary maximum English word translation can available 

to translation English tokens to Hindi as very well to make 

correct Hindi sentence. 

C. Algorithm: 

 
Fig 3: Detailed Workflow 

Above fig. 3, shows detailed workflow of Machine 

translation system.  Following sequence are used to translate 

English to Hindi sentence with example input English 

sentence is” He will not go to the home”: 

1) Take Input English sentence. Ex. He will not go to 

the home. 

2) This English sentence is divided into number of 

tokens. By using split method it divide each word 

to generate tokens.  

Ex. 1-He, 2-will, 3-not, 4-go, 5-to, 6-the and 7-

home. 

3) Tokens are check English grammar tense rule for 

each token if not then arrange it. Also assign 

English QNN grammar code for each token.  

Ex. {he-100, will-101, not-102, go-103, to-104, 

the-105, home-106} 

4) Assign the part of speech for each token by using 

part of speech tagger.  

Ex. {he-100-N, will-101-HV, not-102-Ne, go-103-

V, to-104-Pre, the-105-pre, home-106-Pro} 

5) Translate this tokens by using dictionary into Hindi 

word also some dummy tokens can make it does 

not meaning in Hindi language. 

Ex.{he-„vah‟, will-„ga‟, not-„nahi‟, go-„jaye‟, to-„‟, 

the-„‟, home-„ghar‟ } 

6) Last step is these translated tokens are rearrange by 

using QNN Hindi grammar numeric code sequence 

as shown in figure1 to make correct Hindi 

sentence. 

Ex. Input-{ He will not go to the home.} 

Output-{vah ghar nahi jaye ga } 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section contains sample snapshots of systems important 

processing and its explanation. These snapshots are from 

system developed by our team. 

A. Welcome Screen: 

 
Fig. 4: Welcome Screen 

Above Fig. 4, is snapshot of Welcome screen. This 

screen is providing direction to user that how to use the 

software. Provided two text area first is input as Enter 

sentence (English) and second is output as label is 

Translated Sentence (Hindi). Also two buttons are show first 

are Translate button used for translation purpose and second 

is clear button it used for clear all text area where the cursor 

are present. 

B. Example: 

 
Fig. 5: Example of MTS 

Above figure5. Show one example of Machine 

translation system using QNN for translating English 

sentence as show fig 5 „I am boy‟ this simple sentence 

translate into Hindi sentence as shown in figure „me ladka 

hu‟. 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed system tried to evaluate Machine Translation 

System using QNN proposed earlier. Here it is concluded 

that, Machine Translation System using QNN are reliable to 

Translate sentences. It translates maximum English 

sentences using minimum database or dictionary. Accuracy 

rate of machine translation based on QNN is very high for 

simple sentences.  

After implementation of this proposed system there 

are big future scopes for Machine Translation System. Some 

of them listed below: 

1) Machine Translation System using QNN can be 

develop for translate all languages. 

2) Embed Machine Translation in web browser, that 

will translate the content of the web. 

3) Machine Translation will be improved. Machine 

translation will provide 100% accuracy in future. 
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